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We survey some recent optimality results for the numerical solution of initial 
value problems for ODE. We assume that information used by an algorithm about 
a right-hand-side function is partial. Two settings of information-based complexity 
are considered: the worst case and asymptotic. Upper and lower bounds on the 
error are presented for three types of information: standard, linear, and nonlinear 
continuous. In both settings, minimum error algorithms are exhibited. o 1987 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to survey some recent optimality results for 
the numerical solution of ordinary differential equations, contained in 
Kacewicz (1982, 1983, 1984, 1986a, 1987). We focus our attention on 
initial value problems. Due to its practical importance, the problem of 
solving ODE has attracted the attention of many researchers in numerical 
analysis. A large number of ODE papers are directed toward applications. 
A general aim of these papers is to write an efficient procedure for solving 
a certain type of ODE (see, e.g., Gear, 1971; Alexander, 1977; Lambert, 
1977). 
There is also a large group of papers devoted to theoretical consider- 
ations. Some of the authors deal with limitations on the numerical solu- 
tion of ODE. Typical examples are provided by classical results of Dal- 
quist about the order bounds for linear multistep methods which have 
certain stability properties (see Hem-C, 1962; Dalquist, 1963). For other 
theoretical results see, e.g., Stetter (1973), Lambert (1977), Jeltsch and 
Nevanlinna (1982), etc. 
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Our paper belongs to the second group. We survey results which show 
intrinsic difficulties of the approximate solution of ODE. A question about 
intrinsic difficulties of various problems is typical of information-based 
complexity (see Woiniakowski, 1985). In our case, by intrinsic difficulty 
of the problem we mean the minimum error of an algorithm for solving 
ODE. A basic assumption is that information used by an algorithm about a 
right-hand-side function f is partial. Typical information about f is pro- 
vided by the values offat n points plus an a priori knowledge about the 
smoothness of J That is, given information we are not able to recover 
uniquely the right-hand-side function: many of them share the same infor- 
mation. This causes an uncertainty in the solution which cannot be over- 
come by any algorithm. 
In this paper, partial information is defined by the evaluations of some 
functionals at J Bounds on the minimum error of an algorithm based on 
this information will be found in two steps. In the first step, we find the 
error of some algorithm. This yields an upper bound on the minimum 
error. In the second step, by means of algorithm-independent consider- 
ations we find a lower bound on the error of any algorithm. As we shall 
see, upper and lower bounds will be (almost) equal, and therefore the 
minimum error will be found almost exactly. Moreover, the algorithm 
from the first step will have the minimum error. Two parameters play a 
crucial role in this analysis: the number n of evaluations about f and the 
number r of continuous partial derivatives off. The obtained results de- 
pend on two factors: 
-What is meant by “the error of an algorithm”? 
-What type of information is used by an algorithm? 
Let F, be a normed space of right-hand-side functions with r continuous 
bounded partial derivatives. Two settings are discussed in this paper: the 
worst case and asymptotic. They differ by the concept of the error of an 
algorithm. In the worst case setting the error of an algorithm is defined by 
its worst performance for right-hand-side functionsfbelonging to the unit 
ball in F,. We consider three types of information: standard, linear, and 
nonlinear continuous. 
Information is called standard if it is defined by the values offandlor its 
partial derivatives. We show that the minimum error of an algorithm using 
standard information is of order IZP, as n -+ +m. The Taylor algorithm is 
of minimum error. 
Information is called linear if arbitrary linear functionals are allowed in 
its definition. We show that this information is more powerful than stan- 
dard. Namely, the minimum error of an algorithm based on linear infor- 
mation is of order n-(‘+I). In order to define the minimum error algorithm 
we introduce a refinement procedure. Roughly speaking, the idea is to 
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increase an order of a given approximation by adding a certain term which 
involves integrals off. This procedure is applied to the Taylor algorithm. 
The resulting algorithm based on the values of partial derivatives and 
integrals off is called the Taylor-integral algorithm. Its error is of order 
n-c’+*). Therefore, it is the minimum error algorithm. 
The third type of information considered in the worst case setting is 
defined by nonlinear continuous functionals at f, and called nonlinear 
continuous. Though nonlinear continuous information has richer struc- 
ture than linear information, it is nor more powerful for ODE. More 
precisely, we prove, using the classical Borsuk-Ulam theorem, that the 
error of any algorithm based on nonlinear continuous functionals is at 
least of order n-(‘+I), as n -+ +=. 
By means of the error bounds we study the e-complexity of initial value 
problems, that is, the minimum cost of computing an a-approximation to 
the solution. The &-complexity is of order E -iir if standard information is 
used and of order ~-i’(~+l) if linear information is used (as E -+ O+). For 
nonlinear continuous information, the &-complexity is at least of order 
&-l@+I), as E + 0’. 
The second setting considered in this paper is called asymptotic. In the 
asymptotic setting one wants to approximate the solution of the ODE 
problem for a jixed f by a sequence of approximations with the best 
possible speed of convergence. The error of an algorithm is then defined 
for each f E F, as the distance between the approximation and the true 
solution. With such a definition of the error the problem of finding lower 
bounds becomes more complex than in the worst case setting. Our analy- 
sis reveals a rather surprising relation between the asymptotic and worst 
case settings. Roughly speaking, this relation states that for functions f 
belonging to a dense subset of F, lower bounds on the worst case error are 
also lower bounds on the error at J Using this result we prove that the 
speed of convergence of any algorithm based on standard information is 
at most n-’ (n ---f +a~). If evaluations of arbitrary continuous linear func- 
tionals are allowed, then the speed of convergence of any algorithm, is at 
most n-(‘+l) (n + fm). This holds forfbelonging to a dense subset of F,. 
In the two cases, the Taylor and Taylor-integral algorithms enjoy best 
convergence properties, respectively. A question about the maximum 
speed of convergence for nonlinear continuous information remains open. 
We summarize the contents of the paper. In Section 2 we introduce 
basic concepts of information and algorithm and we illustrate them by 
examples. 
Section 3 deals with the worst case setting. We define the refinement 
procedure and state its main property (Theorem 3.2). Upper bounds on 
the minimum error are shown in Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 by means of the 
Taylor and Taylor-integral algorithms. Lower bounds on the error of any 
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algorithm that uses standard, linear, or nonlinear continuous information 
are presented in Theorem 3.4. The a-complexity of the problem is studied 
in Section 3.3. 
Section 4 is devoted to the asymptotic setting. Theorem 4.1 shows the 
errors of the Taylor and Taylor-integral algorithms. A relation between 
the worst case and asymptotic settings is given in Theorem 4.2. Lower 
bounds on the error of any algorithm using standard or linear continuous 
information are presented in Theorem 4.3. 
In Section 5 we comment on results surveyed in this paper and point 
out future research directions. 
2. FORMULATION 
We wish to approximate a solution z = z(f) of the initial value problem 
z’(x) = f(x, z(x)), x E K4 cl 
z(0) = q. (2.1) 
We assume that the functionf belongs to the space F, defined by 
F, = {f: [0, c] x Iw” + [w” 1 there exist continuous bounded partial deriva- 
tives offof order 0, 1, . . . , r with respect to all variables in [O, cl 
x [w” and f(x, y) = 0 for y $? D}, (2.2) 
where D is an open subject of Iw” such that 7) E D and r 2 1. The space F, 
is equipped with the norm 
llfll=i c akf(x, Y) sup (aX)qayy . . . (ay”)kT (2.3) k=o ko+k,+...+k,=k Cc,yE[O,clxD 
where y = [y’, . . . , yslT, l]y]] = x[,, ]y’], and kj (i = 0, 1, . . . , S) are 
nonnegative integers. The space F, with the norm defined by (2.3) is a 
Banach space. 
We assume that the function f is not known. We can compute only 
certain information about f. Let N, be a mapping of F, into UP, i.e., for 
.fEFr 
N,(f) = [G(f), . . . 3 G(f)lT (2.4) 
where L;, . . . , Li are functionals (possibly nonlinear) defined on F,. 
For each n our knowledge about fis restricted to n real numbers (2.4). 
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By information we mean a sequence 
N = {N,};=, . (2.5) 
The name “information” will also be used to denote N,,. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. (a) In many applications, functionals Lf in (2.4) are 
defined by the values offand/or its partial derivatives. In this case infor- 
mation (2.5) is called standard. 
(b) Let 
N&f) = KU-), L;(f;Y,.,,), . . . , L::U-;y ,,,,, . . . t Y,,- 1.1, )lT, (2.6) 
where Ly(.; YI,,,, . . . , y;-i,,,) is a linear functional and y;,,, = L:‘(f; Y~,,~, 
. . . ) Y~-,,~). Then information (2.5) is called linear. It is clear that any 
standard information is linear. If functionals L1 in (2.6) are additionally 
continuous then we call N linear continuous information. Since function- 
als in (2.6) are chosen as functions of all previously computed evaluations 
yi,n, this information is called adaptive. Information is nonadaptive if 
functionals L; are independent off. 
We now define the concept of an algorithm. By an algorithm 4 that uses 
N we mean a sequence 
(2.7) 
where +,,: NJ FJ + C([O, c]) is an arbitrary mapping. 
Hence, for each f and n, an algorithm 4 yields a continuous function 
&(NAf)) in [0, c] which depends on n numbers (2.4). This function is an 
approximation to the solution z(f) of (2.1). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let the points xi = i(clm), i = 0, 1, . . . , m (m 2 1) 
define a partition of [0, c] and yi = q. Suppose that y; is given. For 
X E [Xi, Xi+,] set 
/i(X) = YT + f(Xiy y”)(X - Xi) + . * * 
and y&i = li(xi+l). Denote by zm a continuous function in [0, c] which 
coincides with li on [xi, xi+,]: 
&n(x) = b(X) for x E [Xi, X;+ll, i = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1. 
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Let N,(f) be a vector composed of all values off and its partial deriva- 
tives which are used to compute zm. This vector consists of k . m compo- 
nents, where k = k(r, S) is the number of evaluations needed to compute 
coefficients of the polynomial li. For n L k, denote by m, the largest 
integer such that km, I n. Then Taylor information NT = {N,,T};=, and 
the Taylor algorithm C/Q = {$n,T}&l are defined, respectively, by 
ifn 2 k, 
Nn,~(.f-) = (2.9) 
if1 sn<k, 
and 
Z,,,,, ifn 2 k, 
db.~(N,~,~(.f)) = 
0 ifl Sn<k. 
(2.10) 
Note that Taylor information NT is standard and adapative. 
The error of an algorithm C#J = {&}z= 1 can be measured in many different 
ways. We shall discuss two error measures corresponding to the worst 
case and asymptotic settings. In the worst case setting we consider the 
performance of C#J~ for the hardest .f in the ball llfll 5 1, while in the 
asymptotic setting we are interested in the performance of 4 for each 
J 
3. WORST CASE SETTING 
In the worst case setting the error of an algorithm 4 using information N 
is defined by 
e;($, N) = sup{llz(f) - $N’Mf))~~~ : f E Fr, llfll s 117 
where llgIIm = sup{ll&)ll : x E [O, cl> f or continuous functions g: 10, cl 
+ RF. 
3.1. Upper Bounds 
We first give an upper bound for standard information. For the Taylor 
algorithm C#Q (using standard information NT, see Example 2.2) we easily 
have (see Kacewicz, 1984) 
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THEOREM 3.1. e;(c#q, NT) = O(n-q, as n -+ +m. 
We shall now show that it is possible to obtain smaller error using linear 
information. All algorithms whose dependence onfis through the values 
of 12 arbitrary linear functionals may be now considered. 
Kacewicz (1984) shows how to use integrals off to obtain improved 
approximations to the solution of (2.1). Let us briefly recall this idea. Let 
the points xi = ih, i = 0, 1, . . . , rn(m 2 I), define a uniform partition of 
[O, cl with the step size h = c/m and let yo* = -Q. Suppose that for a given y; 
we have an approximation fj : [xi, xi+ ,] + R” such that 1; E C’([X;, xi+,]) and 
fi(XJ = y,? The improved approximation z,,? is defined for x E [xi, xi+,] by 
Z,(X) = ii(X) + Vi(X) (3.2) 
with Vi(x) = (X - xJlh(y” + fi+l f(t, l:(f)) dt - li(Xi+r)). TO complete 
the definition we put yi*+, = y” + fi,+l f(t, ii(t)) dt. Hence, zrn is a con- 
tinuous function defined on [O, cl. Note that the correction term vi 
and yi*+ r depend on the integral of J 
Assume that fis continuous and satisfies the uniform Lipschitz condi- 
tion in [0, c] x R”. Then the approximation error of z,,, in [0, c] is of the 
same order as the approximation error of li in [xi, xi+1 1. More precisely, 
we have (see Kacewicz, 1984) 
THEOREM 3.2. Let y be a solution of the problem y’ = f (x, y), y(xi) = 
Yi*9 x E [Xi, Xi+ll- 1. 
SUP IlY(X) - fill 5 e(f, h) rar,..r, , I 
with e(f, h) independent of i, xi und y,?, then 
sup (I&d - z,(x)ll = OMf, h)), ash- 0, (3.3) 
xeJ*cl 
where z is the solution of (2.1). 
We remark that if the approximation z, is defined without refinement 
by Zm(X) = k(X), Y~*,I = Zi(x;+l) (see, for instance, Example 2.2), then 
one can obtain in (3.3) only a bound of order h-‘e(f, h); see Kacewicz 
(1984). 
The above construction is now used to define the Taylor-integral algo- 
rithm. Let the approximation zm be given by (3.2) with li defined by (2.8). 
We proceed as in Example 2.2. By N,(f) we denote a vector composed 
of all values of partial derivatives and integrals offused to compute zm. 
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This vector consists of (k + s)m evaluations, where k = k(r, s) is given in 
Example 2.2. Taylor-integral information NT1 = {N,,rr}~=, is defined by 
ifn 2 k + s, 
if 1 5 n < k + s. 
(3.4) 
where m, for n 2 k + s denotes the largest integer such that (k + s)m, 5 n. 
Information NT1 is linear but nonstandard, since it requires the evalua- 
tions of integrals. The Taylor-integral algorithm +n = {~#+rr}~=r that uses 
NT1 is defined by 
4n,~~(Nn,~~Cf)) = 'Q 
ifn 2 k + s, 
(3.5) 
0 iflSn<k+s. 
The error of $rr can now be derived by means of Theorem 3.2. Since for 1; 
given by (2.8) it holds that e(f, h) = O(hr+‘) for f E F,., we have the 
following upper bound: 
THEOREM 3.3. ey(c#q,, NT,) = O(n-(‘+‘V, as n --+ +m. 
From Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 we conclude that the evaluation of integrals 
permits us to decrease the error form O(nP) to O(n-(‘+I)). It is shown in 
the next section that upper bounds given in Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 cannot 
be improved. Hence, linear information is more powerful than standard 
information. 
We end this section with the following remark. The Taylor algorithm $r 
is based on adaptive information N r. Adaptive information is not well 
suited for parallel computation. It is shown by Kacewicz (1982) for scalar 
autonomous problems Z’ = f(z), z(0) = r) with functions f of bounded 
support that the error O(nP) can also be achieved using nonadaptive 
information. This information is given by the values off at equidistant 
points and therefore it can be computed efficiently in parallel. 
3.2. Lower Bounds 
We now address the following problem: Is it possible to define algo- 
rithms with convergence properties that are better than those of the Tay- 
lor or Taylor-integral algorithms? The answer is negative, since upper 
bounds of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 are sharp. To show this, we find lower 
bounds on the error of any algorithm 4. Information N = {N,,}E=r used by 
4 is now of general form (2.4), i.e., it can also be defined by nonlinear 
operators N,. We assume that nonlinear informations is continuous in the 
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sense that N,, is continuous on any (n + 1)-dimensional hyperplane in F,. 
For any N and $I we have 
where 
er(+, N) 2 td(N,), (3.6) 
i= 1,2, Nn(fi) = Nn(h>). 
The number d(N,) is called the diameter ofinformation IV,, (see Traub and 
Woiniakowski, 1980). Due to (3.6), to find a lower bound on e,“(+, N) we 
must construct functions f, and fZ from the unit ball sharing the same 
information, such that the distance I/z(h) - z<f& is maximal. The con- 
struction is different for linear and nonlinear information (see Kacewicz, 
1982, 1983). Let us briefly explain this difference, since it leads to an 
interesting application of a classical result from topology. For linear oper- 
ators N,, we construct fi in the form fi = f, + h, where N,,(h) = 0, and 
therefore N,(fJ = N,(f,). Obviously this does not work for nonlinear N,,. 
In this case we use the Borsuk-Ulam theorem (see Spanier, 1966). In our 
context, this theorem states that for any continuous N,,, any fE Fr and 
any linearly independent functions h,, . . . , h,+, E F, there exists a 
function h = II;:; aihi with max Isisn+l (ai1 = 1 such that N,,(f + h) = 
N,(f - h). This property is used to construct fi and fi in the nonlinear 
case. 
In this way we obtain the following lower bounds on the error (see 
Kacewicz, 1982, 1983, 1984): 
THEOREM 3.4. There exists a positive constunt C such that for any 
algorithm + using arbitrary information N it holds thut 
er(4, N) 2 Cn-@+p), n= 1,2,. . . , (3.7) 
where 
0 if N is standard adaptive information, 
P= 
1 if N is linear adaptive or nonlinear continuous information. 
We conclude from this theorem and Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 that in the 
worst case setting: 
-the Taylor algorithm with the error @(n-3 enjoys best convergence 
properties among all algorithms based on standard information; 
-the Taylor-integral algorithm with the error @(n-(‘+I)) enjoys best 
convergence properties among all algorithms based on linear information; 
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-nonlinear continuous information is not more powerful than linear 
information. 
3.3. Complexity 
In this section we study the a-complexity of the problem (2.1). For a 
given E > 0, our aim is to compute (with the minimum cost) and E- 
approximation to z(f) in [0, c]. That is, we want to find, using some 
algorithm (b = {c#J~}~=, with information N = {Nn}rz,, a continuous func- 
tion &(N,,(f)) (for some n) such that 
for all f E F, with l/f]] 5 1. 
The notion of e-complexity is defined here as by Woiniakowski (1985). 
Let the cost of one arithmetic operation be unit and the cost of evaluating 
Ll(f) in (2.4) be equal to d. The approximation &(NJf)> is computed in 
two steps. In the first step information N,,(f) is computed; the cost of this 
step is denoted by cost(Na,f). Note that cost(N,,f) 2 nd. In the second 
step we obtain +,(N,(f)); the cost of this step is denoted by cost(&, 
Nn(.f 1). 
We define the cost of computing an e-approximation & (N,,(f)> for all f 
with l]fll ‘: 1 by 
coN+,, NJ = supbxW,,, f) + cost(+,, 7 N,,(f)) : llfll 5 11. 
The &-complexity is defined as the minimum cost of computing an C- 
approximation, 
camp(e) = inf{cost(&, NJ : 4, N, n such that ey(+, N) 5 E}. 
The &-complexity depends on the type of information that is used by an 
algorithm. From Theorems 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4 we easily obtain 
COROLLARY 3.1. Zf standard adaptive information is used then 
camp(s) = @(~-l/r) as E + Of. 
Zf linear adaptive information is used then 
comp(&) = @(&-l’(r+l)), as E * O+. 
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lf nonlinear continuous information is allowed then 
camp(s) 2 C,E-*@+I), as E ---, O+, 
where Cl is a positive constant independent of E. 
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4. ASYMPTOTIC SETTING 
In the asymptotic setting the error of an algorithm $I = {&}Z=r using 
information N = {N,,}r=, is defined for f E F,. by 
4(db N,f) = lldf) - $4,(N,,(f))IIcc. (4.1) 
Hence, in contrast with the worst case setting, we are now interested in 
the behavior of the approximating sequence for each f E F,.. Note that 
eZ($, N) = supkX4, N,f) : llfll 2 11. 
4.1. Upper Bounds 
We consider the Taylor and Taylor-integral algorithms. Upper bounds 
on the error (4.1) of these algorithms are of the same order as in the worst 
case setting. We have (see Kacewicz, (1986a) 
THEOREM 4.1. For any f E F, 
e;(4, N,f) = O(n-“+“‘), as n + +a, 
where 
ifN = NT, 4 = $JT, 
ifN = NTI, 4 = $TI. 
As in the worst case setting, the additional evaluation of integrals permits 
us to decrease the error from O(nP) to O(n-(‘+I)). 
4.2. Lower Bounds 
Let us point out a difficulty that we must face when proving good lower 
bounds on the error defined by (4.1). In the worst case setting we used the 
inequality (3.6), which reads 
6X+, N) 2 id(N,), 
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where d(N,) is the diameter of information N,,. This inequality does not 
hold, in general, when e,“(+, N) is replaced by ei(+, N, f). Hence, a 
different method of obtaining lower bounds has to be found. We shall 
show that the local diameter of information will provide a good lower 
bound. This will exhibit a surprising relation between the asymptotic and 
worst case settings. 
More specifically, define the local diameter of information N,, at f E F, 
by 
d(Nn, f) = su~{kU~) - z(f)llcc : fi E F,, I(fi - f/l ‘: I, N,(fi ) = N,,(f)}. 
(4.2) 
We shall consider the sequence of local diameters of linear information N,, 
of the form 
N,(f) = LWf), Uf; Y,), . . . 7 L(f; YI, . . . 3 yn-JITT (4.3) 
n= 1,2,. . . , 
where yi = L,(f; y,, . . . , yj-,), i = I, 2, . _ . , n - 1, and the function- 
als LA.; yI, . . . , y;-r) are continuous. Note that, in contrast with (2.6), 
information N,+,(f) given in (4.3) differs from N,,(f) only by one addi- 
tional evaluation, L,+,(f; yI, . . . , y,). The following theorem plays an 
essential role in finding lower bounds on the error (see Kacewicz, 1987, 
I986a). 
THEOREM 4.2. For any information N = {N,,}T=, with N, given by 
(4.31, any algorithm C#I = {$,,}~=I using N, and any positive sequence {a,,} 
coverging to zero, let 
4(4, N,f) 
fE Fr : ,!?x &d(N,,,f) = 0). 
Then the set A has empty interior in F,. Equivalently, the complement of 
AisdenseinF,,F,\A = F,. 
This result shows that, on a dense set of functions f, the error cannot 
converge to zero faster (as n + +m) than the local diameter of informa- 
tion. This holds up to an arbitrarily slowly convergent sequence (6,). 
Thus, the values d(N,,, f) provide lower bounds on the error ez(+, N, f). 
REMARK. Theorem 4.2 is proven by Kacewicz (1987) in a more gen- 
eral setting. That is, for more general nonlinear problems than ODE and 
more general nonlinear information. The result in Kacewicz (1987) is an 
extension to the nonlinear case of Trojan (1984), who considers linear 
problems and information. He also shows that the presence of the se- 
quence (6,) is necessary. 
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Due to Theorem 4.2, a lower bound on CJ~(C#J, N, f) can be found as a 
lower bound on d(N,, f). This bound has been obtained by Kacewicz 
(1986a) and gives the following theorem. Note that in its formulation we 
do not restrict ourselves to information (4.3). 
THEOREM 4.3. (Kacewicz, 1986a). Let N be linear continuous adap- 
tive information given by (2.5) and (2.6). For any algorithm $J using N and 
any positive sequence (6,) converging to zero, let 
where 
0 if N is standard information, 
P’ 
1 if N is linear information. 
Then the set B has empty interior in F,. Equivalently, the complement of 
B is dense in F,, F, \ B = F, . 
We comment on this result. The set F, \ B contains “difficult” functions 
for which the convergence of 4 is not faster than iS,,n-‘,‘+P). Theorem 4.3 
states that the set of difficult functions is dense in F,, that is, a difficult 
function can be found in any ball. If standard information is used, then the 
convergence of any algorithm 4 cannot be faster than n-‘, as n + +m. If 
linear continuous information is allowed, then the convergence cannot be 
faster than n-@+‘), as n * $03. This holds within an arbitrarily slowly 
convergent sequence {a,}. We stress that no restrictions on I#J are imposed 
to get this bound (see the definition (2.7)). 
The conclusion from Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 is that in the asymptotic 
setting: 
-the Taylor algorithm with the error O(0) enjoys best convergence 
properties among all algorithms based on standard information, 
-the Taylor-integral algorithm with the error 0@~-(~+l)) enjoys best 
convergence properties among all algorithms based on linear continuous 
information. 
5. FINALCONCLUSIONSANDCOMMENTS 
We have discussed two settings for the approximate solution of ODE 
with initial conditions: the worst case and asymptotic. Our basic assump- 
tion has been that information on a right-hand-side function f is partial. 
More precisely, it consists of n functional evaluations. It has been as- 
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sumed thatfhas r continuous bounded partial derivatives. A main ques- 
tion considered in this paper was: How does the minimum error of an 
algorithm depend on r and n? The answer depends on the type of informa- 
tion that is used to construct an algorithm. In both settings, the minimum 
error is of order n-’ (as n + +M) if information functionals are defined by 
the values off and/or its partial derivatives. In this case, the Taylor 
algorithm has best convergence properties. If more general linear func- 
tionals are allowed, the minimum error is of order n-(‘+I). The refinement 
procedure involving integrals now leads to the Taylor-integral algorithm 
with best convergence properties. Thus, in both settings linear informa- 
tion is more powerful than standard information. Nonlinear continuous 
information has been considered in the worst case setting. It turns out that 
it is not more powerful than linear information, though it has richer struc- 
ture. The question whether nonlinear continuous information is stronger 
than linear information is of interest not only for ODE (see Kacewicz and 
Wasilkowski (1986), where linear problems are considered). 
We have dealt in this paper with initial value problems. From both 
theoretical and practical points of view, boundary value problems are also 
of importance. They have been considered in Kacewicz (1986b), where 
optimality results in the worst case setting for standard information are 
presented. 
In the future, research on different settings for ODE might be of inter- 
est. For example, the average case setting may be studied, where the 
error of an algorithm is defined by its average performance with respect to 
some probability measure in F,. There are a number of optimality results 
in this setting, but so far only for linear problems (see Woiniakowski, 
1985; Wasilkowski, 1985). Therefore, they cannot be used to study the 
ODE problem. 
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